
All Card$ on the Table:All Card$ on the Table:

Examining Your Program’s Practices &
Opportunities

Know When to Hold’Em Know When to Fold’Em



Who We Are . . . Who We Are . . . 
ygnacio Valley Wolves

Edcuation Academy

Four teachers: CTE (Education),

English, Ethnic Studies, and

Gov/Econ

Academy is approx 150 students

We loop with Them for Three

Years



What does it mean to be a
“Reflective Teacher?”

How do we, as educators in an
academy, do recursive reflection

on our processes?

Your Academy Process . . . When Do
you HOld’em, When Do You Fold ‘Em?

Your Academy Process . . . When Do
you HOld’em, When Do You Fold ‘Em?



Systems we
have used

Systems we
have used

(We Try not to make it a crap shoot!)



The 20% Rule…The 20% Rule…
If you’re not changing up about 20% of what you
do from year-to-year, things will get stale fast!



Action ResearchAction Research



Human Centered Design ThinkingHuman Centered Design Thinking



All Cards On The Table: An Overview of the Process

Team creates cards for all previous practices

Team creates cards for new ideas

All cards laid out on table

Identify categories for cards

Every team member evaluates on their own with simple system

(1,2,3 or +,-) for keep, not sure, or eliminate

Discuss each card, moving them into one of three piles (yes, no,

maybe)
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What learning
opportunities can you

picture? 



Interactive StepsInteractive Steps
Start - fill out cards with own practices -
whole program or just within your own
classroom
Create cards for new ideas to consider,
practices you have heard about, organize into
categories
Practice evaluating own cards (with team if
possible)



Write down as many
program practices, events,
projects that you used to
do (1 per card)

Step OneStep One



Write down everything
you are currently
doing (1 per card)

Step twoStep two



Step 3Step 3
Write down any
new ideas you
have heard about
or thought about
that you have
wanted to try (1
per card)

Write down any
new ideas you
have heard about
or thought about
that you have
wanted to try (1
per card)



Evaluation Process Begins . . . All Cards On The Table Evaluation Process Begins . . . All Cards On The Table 

Examine old ideas, challenge their effectiveness

Identify wasted effort, time killers, outdated ideas

Recall purpose and plan behind existing ideas to refocus

Evaluate new ideas to incorporate and try

Create cohesion for program practices, opens door to

pillars, driving themes, program focus

Assign tasks to individuals to better distribute

responsibilities
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evaluate the impact (cost benefit analysis), + or  -, keep or ditch



working with your team, get each
member's input, feedback, point of
view

ask participants how this might be a
useful process (allows people to
explain different perspectives,
reminds all of practices, brings new
members of team up to speed on
practices (how, why, and how pieces
connect)

working with your team, get each
member's input, feedback, point of
view

ask participants how this might be a
useful process (allows people to
explain different perspectives,
reminds all of practices, brings new
members of team up to speed on
practices (how, why, and how pieces
connect)

Team CollaborationTeam Collaboration



Returning to ProcessReturning to Process
Old cards are always kept
becomes a record of prior
practices and opportunities
Track changes in academy
culture Track changes in
practices look for connections
All cards are always back in
play when coming back to the
process


